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SAFETY IN ALBCONTROL

Mrs. Belinda Balluku
Director General
			
Dear Colleagues,
Being an active part of ALBCONTROL, Air Navigation Service of Albania, it is a
great privilege and responsibility, and also a must for individual and collective
commitment, to meet successfully all requirements arising from recommendations
of the European and International forums in which the company adheres.
Through this Safety Bulletin, I would like to congratulate all employees who
understand and assimilate the applied safety policies of ALBCONTROL. Safety is
not simply a requirement to fulfill our obligations, but it is also the most important
product that ALBCONTROL provides through its human resources which are
qualified and certified in accordance with applicable recommendations and
manuals.
Our safety policies rely on the integrity of each employee, in their professional
maturity and civic consciousness. The increasing number of reports, “Just Culture”
awareness, and other actions and activities that will increase the quality of safety,
are the main goals of the managerial staff for 2014.
Aviation is a dynamic field in constant evolution, which requires a lot of preparation
and commitment from all parties involved. In this context, the requirements for air
navigation service providers concerning Single European Sky are clearly defined.
The primary objective of ALBCONTROL is to ensure maximum safety, efficiency,
quality and capacity of services and at the same time protecting the environment.
Today, more than ever, we should make it to a successful future with a new
mentality and a very clear mission.
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II. Safety Bulletin No. 5
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Activities of the Safety Department
during the second 6-months period of
2013
During July-December 2013, there have been a number of activities and
processes of the Division of Safety. The main purpose of these activities is to
increase the level of Safety Culture and also to report on the effect that certain
events have on the work of the Operational Division (Lesson Learned).
This part of the safety work consists in collecting and sharing information about
present and/or potential safety hazards, as well as preventing and/or correcting
them to avoid incidents or accidents. Such an activity is closely linked to the
performance of mutual understanding, as well as increasing the level of “Safety
Culture” in Albcontrol.
Some of these activities are: Just Culture workshop, Safety Assessments, Safety
Surveys, Investigations Ops & Tech, Refresh on Reporting Forms for relevant
personel (ATCO & ATSEP). Investigations have been conducted concerning
occurrences arising during the operations in the new facilities of ACC, working
closely with AAC and TIA examining various issues. CAA has conducted audits
and Corrective Actions are also being implemented.
The following sections reflect some of the problems encountered during the
second 6-months of 2013, which have been the subject of investigation by the
Division of Safety & Quality and the relevant conclusions and recommendations
are drawn.
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III.Reporting during 		
		 2013 and
		 5 Top Risks
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During the year 2013 the Division of Safety & Quality reviewed and
evaluated about 450 reports. 15 events were investigated and appropriate
recommendations have been made for each event. The following tables and
graphs represent safety critical events.

Technical - Operational Reports January-December 2013
Operational Reports

Technical reports

Total

198

252

450
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REPORTS:
Reports for 2013
Annual reports for 2013
Operational & Technical
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5 TOP RISKS 2013:

NO.

5 TOP RISKS

TOTAL NUMBER
OF EVENTS

1

False level jump

38

2

TWY Incursion; unauthorized incursion
of vehicles and people

7

3

Opposite direction runway operations

3

4

Beacon Code

32

5

Frequency interference

7
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5 TOP RISKS FOR THE YEAR 2013

5 TOP RISKS 2013:
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Risk Classification (Jan - Dec 2013) Events impacting safety
Risk
Class
Reports
Ops-Tech

A2

B1

B2

B4

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

2

1

1

1

4

2

10

14

16
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Risk Classification (Jan - Dec 2013)

16

16

14

14
12

10

10
8
6
4

4
2

2
0

A2

2
1

1

1

B1

B2

B4

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5
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IV.Investigation
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IV.a INVESTIGATION: Level Bust
(Feedback from Dutch Corendon Company)
Description of the event
The event happened during a training session. ATCO student authorized, upon
approval of OJTI, AAA514 to climb FL380 with limited adhesion rate of 1000 ft
/ minute or more. It was noticed that AAA514 managed to keep FL379 for more
than 10 seconds, while he was in reciprocal track with BBB367 flying at FL370
stabilized in PETAK-PINDO direction.
A / C claims that he did not lose altitude at all. Once considered “clear of
Conflict” AAA514 was instructed RON in RETRA and BBB367 in Pindo

Separation
There was a loss of separation, laterally and vertically at about 8 NM horizontal
and 400 to 700 ft vertical. This separation was made thanks to the intervention of
the OJTI in accordance with applicable procedures.
This event happened when AAA514 was flying from FL360 to FL 380 (in the
screen it was shown that he was FL379 for more than 10 seconds) and the
distance between the A/C was almost 28 NM.
Two possibilities were taken into account to shed light on this event:

1. The possibility of false leve jump generated from data processing of RAD
signal of SKY-LINE sytem.

2. Real loss of altitude during climbing.
The investigation group, after analyzing all RAD signals entering SKYLINE,
concluded there was not a false level-jump. Data from SKY LOG-LINE show a
decline to FL373 of AAA514.
To verify the second possibility of a real loss of altitude, the investigation group
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focused on transcription and voice-comunication between AAA514 and the
controller on duty.
The investigation group concluded that during climbing to FL380, AAA 514 could
not maintain FL379 for too long and descended to FL373. Then he managed to
climb and maintain FL380, and reported to the ATCO. This event is classified
level-bust.

Best Practises
What is reccomended for risk – mitigation for level bust events:
Solutions: Avoiding Level Busts
A focus by both flight crew and ATCOs on effective Air-Ground Communication
especially in terms of radio discipline and the particular importance of the Crosschecking Process and the read-back/hear-back process. For flight crew, the
overall principles of effective Crew Resource Management are particular relevant
as is the rigourous application of SOPs related to altimeter subscale setting
and to the receipt and pre-selection of altitude re-clearances. For ATCOs, the
principles of Team resource management are important.
Mitigating the consequences of Level Busts is achieved by maximising the
effective use of both flight crew and ATM Safety Nets.
For Flight crew, Situational Awareness in respect of other traffic in the vicinity can
be enhanced by passive monitoring of other aircraft on the COM frequency in
use and by passive monitoring of the TCAS display and active monitoring of it if
a TCAS TA or preventive TCAS RA occurs. If a corrective TCAS RA occurs then,
it is essential that it is actioned as required, that ATC are advised of any deviation
from clearance as soon as practicable and that any deviation is limited to the
requirements of the RA.
For ATCOs, Situational Awareness can be enhanced by actively assessing
the most critical separation margins implied by the clearances given and by
maximising the use of Mode S data if displayed. These actions may allow a
likely level bust to be identified. If one or more TCAS Ras occur then a constant
awareness of the general disposition of traffic may enable ATCOs to prevent
secondary effects of RA deviation(s) following a level bust.
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Collaboration between the Division of Safety and the airline to clarify the
situation
Collaboration with stakeholders is a policy encouraged by EUROCONTROL and
serves not only for clarifying various events but also for the exchange of best
practices.
The Division of Safety of ALBCONTROL worked closely with the airline to clarify
what happened in order to prevent such events in the future.
The feedback received by the airline was complete and efficient to clarify the
conclusions of the investigation report.
According to the airline, the essential factor that led to the event classified as
“level bust”, was pressure to achieve flight level as soon as possible. During the
process it was realized that the plane was too heavy to perform according to
the cleareance given.

Lessons learned:
1. Pilots and controllers must be attentive to the fact that if a plane has just
took off from an airport for a long flight and/or flying final, is heavy and its
performance is limited.

2. If the plane has to make a turn the performance will be reduced, caused byV
“bank angle”

3. If pilots notice that the plane is not performing according to their
expectations they should immediately notify ATC.

4. Pilots should be aware that ATC is not always aware of limited aircraft

performance so if pilots have doubts about achieving cleareance level they
should not accept cleareance given by ATC.
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IV.b INVESTIGATION: BLOCKING OF
FREQUENCY
On 16 August 2013, 17:40 pm - 17:43:31 UTC, the ACC / APP, cwp11 and
cwp13 (mid & top) had communication problems A- G and there were about 8
a / c flying in our air space during that time. Meteorogical conditions were OK.
Information on working conditions, NPM reports, and staff interviews showed no
indication for potential problems of radio-system log file, on the day of the event
and the day before the event.

Description of the event by the shift supervisor in ACC:
“1740UTC, sectors were made COUPLE at 17:10 hrs, suddenly frequency was
blocked and no transmission or reply was heard from a/c.
We initially thought that any of the a/c might have blocked the transmitter but it
lasted for a long time (about 10 min).
There were about 8 a/c in the area and a conflict between: AAA flying PindoGokel, and BBB flying Tumbon-Rodon. These two a / c were given the same
level as no one was able to climb, and this could be normally resolved with
vectorization.
It was attempted to communicate through 121.5 in order to resolve the conflict.
The controller TAC managed to communicate and took BBB from FL360 to
FL340 and also gave BBB heading to the left.
In frequency 121.5, AAA diverted 20 degrees to the left in ordet to avoid the
point of conflict.
After avoiding the conflict, the frequencies were stabilized.
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Possible factors that may cause such occurrences:
Case 1: Two pilots transmit simultaneously:
•
•
•

at the same frequency with RX Terrestrial (stepped on transmission)
at the same frequency with two or more RXS terrestrial, which connects with
“Best Signal Selection”-BSS - (also known as “call swamping”)
in 2 frequencies that are cross-coupled by ATCO (known as “call-blocking”)

Case 2: The simultaneous transmission of ATCO and pilot (known as “stepped
on transmission”):
•
•

in a single frequency
Cross-coupled group of frequencies CWP; (pilot transmits on coupled
frequency while the controller transmits on cross-coupled group of
frequencies)

Case 3: “Multi-receiver Blindspot” is another source of signal loss (or
transmission), which can also be considered in the context of Simultaneous
Transmissions undetected.
It corresponds to a broad area of radio operation used in difficult terrain and
sometimes results in loss of signal. Each of these cases or any combination of
them can lead to any occurrences for Undetected Simultaneous Transmission
(USiT).
To prevent similar events from happening again, relevant recommendations are
being taken into account. The airline company should make the neccessary
arrangements to investigate and mitigate risk. Operational and Technical Divison
should cooperate to prevent such events through reviewing and continous
update of the procedures.
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V.MEETINGS, 						
		ACTIVITIES &TOPICS
		

July - December 2013
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V.a JUST CULTURE WORKSHOP

(Dated December 3-4, 2013 - Organized by Safety Department)

V.b TRM-ATCO

(Dated 3 October 2013 - Organized by Safety Department)

V.c ASMT-MONITORING PHASE

(Dated 10-11 December 2013 - Organized by Safety Department)

JUST CULTURE
V.a JUST CULTURE WORKSHOP
“Just Culture” is awareness on what is right and/or wrong. Employees
should know the line between what is accepted and what is not and as
professionals they should be able to define the limits themselves.
A person who violates the regulations and procedures of the company
through an intentional behavior, can not expect neither immunity nor
understanding.

VIOLATIONS
“Violations” are all situations where established rules do not apply whatever
reasons might be for such violations.
This might happen as there is no possible solution to any problem or
because of negligence.
Even an organization that promotes “No Blame Culture” must not tolerate
irresponsible and reckless behavior.
It is always needed a balance between faith which encourages reporting of
“safety” events and strict rules for not acceptable behavior.
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Practice has shown the value of diminishing the accidents, learning from
incidents, (fair reports communicated to the staff).

“Just Culture” policies in ALBCONTROL
ALBCONTROL on the implementation of “Just Culture” policies
ALBCONTROL is committed to the continuous improvement of the level of
Safety. To achieve this, ALBCONTROL considers the reporting staff
as one of the most valuable sources to draw conclusions and lessons
concerning Safety. Therefore, with the aim to have as many reports as
possible, ALBCONTROL is engaged to treat right and fair what the staff
reports.
The approach of fairly reporting will be applied even on circumstances when
staff may feel concerned that reporting the incident may implicate the
reporter due to actions performed.
This document demonstrates the commitment of the Director General and
Managerial Staff of ALBCONTROL to develop and implement “Just Culture”
policies in our company.
ALBCONTROL will develop and implement the Just Culture policies considering:
Just Culture means to discuss and report “safety issues” including mistakes,
because we need to be aware that we have individual responsibility for our
actions.
All staff is responsible for acting “safe” according to training received,
experience and professional standards in our everyday duties.
The staff should act in accordance with written procedures in the interest of
safety, in cases where it is not necessary to deviate from these procedures.
If a deviation is requested, then the staff will be given the full opportunity to
argue and clarify his actions.
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ALBCONTROL responsibilities toward Safety
ALBCONTROL has a defined policy for the “Just Culture”
The entire staff is aware of the role each one plays in providing safe service
to our customers
ALBCONTROL will provide the right environment, tools, training and proper
procedures to perform the tasks required
ALBCONTROL will encourage staff to demonstrate an adequate approach
to Safety at all times
ALBCONTROL aims to work and govern in a way that safety must not be
compromised for reasons within the company

1

Safety Reports
ALBCONTROL is clear in its policy. Management of Safety is based on the
knowledge and expertise of first-line operators
We always need to know about situations which are or which may be
potentially unsafe
It is everyone’s professional responsibility to inform/report on about situation
that he believes is potentially dangerous or harmful
ALBCONTROL understands that staff may occasionally make mistakes or
wrong decisions that could lead to unsafe situations

2

Protection and support of staff
ALBCONTROL implements a compulsory system report based on laws in
force and is committed to treat each report based on the spirit of “Just
Culture”
Any lack of reporting or concealment of facts concerning safety cases will
not be treated in the spirit of “Just Culture” because it runs contrary to the
law and policy of ALBCONTROL
When it is clear that certain mistakes are made, ALBCONTROL will never
presume or ask for individual responsibility
Staff will not be punished simply for mistakes made
ALBCONTROL will protect the staff to a maximum versus negative
consequences arising from errors or investigation and, in principle,
ALBCONTROL will protect and support the staff if the latter is the subject of
investigation or inquiry by authorities outside the company
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3

There is no tolerance for unacceptable behavior
ALBCONTROL is committed to the policy of “Just Culture”, and at the same
time does not tolerate negligence, acts against safety or reckless behavior of
the staff, regardless of their consequences
ALBCONTROL has clear expectations versus professional attitude and
behavior of staff
ALBCONTROL explicitly sets the boundaries between acceptable behavior
and the unacceptable one
ALBCONTROL in cooperation with the staff decides upon the
consequences when these boundaries are crossed

V.b Team Resource Management - ATCO
(On 3 October 2013 – Organized by Safety Department)
On the 3rd of October 2013, a TRM organised by Safety Department was held
with the participation of controllers from APP and TWR units.

The purpose of TRM:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduction of incidents related to team work
Improvement of efficiency in performing different tasks
Improved use of staff resources
Improvement of continuity and sustainability of team work in ATM
Improvement of team work as part of a larger and more efficient team
Job satisfaction

Key points that were discussed during the meeting:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction about the necessity of TRM. Objectives and how to achieve them
What is the communication
Brainstorming Process (Case Study Investigation)
Identification of Contributing Factors to the examined event
Problems of the communication between the APP ATCOs and TWR ATCOs.
Safety Awareness
How to improve the Coordination Procedures
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TRM : CASE STUDY (CASE OBSERVED IN ONE OF THE
INVESTIGATIONS)
Findings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gaps in the coordination between TWR and APP units
Read-Back is not heard (problem with Hear-Back) for RWY-in-Use
ATCO Student is not monitored all the time by the OJTI
Phraseology for Standard Instrument Departure is not used
Track Switching is not performed properly; the sequence ARR/DEP is not well
calculated
6. Absence of Hand-Over/Take-Over
7. Use of non-standard phraseology
8. Lack of attention of OJTI toward the performance of the work of the ATCO
Student
9. Disrespect for the work procedures in the APP (discussions with ATM
controllers)
10. Establishment of RWY-in-Use based on entry/exit point in FIR
11. Disuse of “RWY-in-Use” and respective SID after the change of RWY
12. Overconfidence of the OJTI toward ATCO Student
During the discussions, following the examination of the factors mentioned above,
other factors were also described:
a)

Tower communication with the Ground Services (of the Airport) causes noises
in the TWR (this communication is performed only with radio speakers, without
headphones)
b) There are several other noises heard in the TWR workplace, coming from the air
conditioning system
c) There is no standard checklist (basic checklist) for the process hand-over/takeover
d) “Go Around” is known by some as only an action/authorization so that the pilot
continues to fly visually (they are not clear that Go Around may include Visual or
Standard Missed Approach after Go Around, depending on the relevant
conditions)
e) During the receipt of “Release” often, the RWY-in-Use and/or Call Sign, is not
mentioned
f) Coordination with Follow-Me is time-consuming, because they do not answer
calls when requested by the TWR. This concern has not yet found a solution
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despite being mentioned several times
g) Noises from communications with loudspeaker and/or from the air conditioning
in the TWR makes it difficult for the OJTI to hear the ATCO Student
ATCOs suggested some solutions to avoid these problems, listed below:

MITIGATION:
•

For traffic using opposite-direction SID-STAR, local procedures must predict
restrictions

•

Rigorous use of Standard Phraseology

•

The application of Continous Competency Check instead of Dedicated
Check
The ATM staff must apply lesson learned on events where problems have
occurred or when they notice that problems are arising
Problems/weakness observed by the OJTI and/or Assessors must be taken
into consideration
During TRM meetings must be mentioned/ refreshed changes and/or
updates and/or restrictions

•
•
•
•

RWY-in-Use must be one of the elements specified in the check-list for
hand-over/take-over

•

ATIS runway indicator must be taken into account for RWY-in-Use

•

The Estimate procedure regarding info from SkyLine must be revised

•

The OJTI must strictly monitor the ATCO Student regardless of whether the
Student is being rated or not

•

The OJTI should not firmly believe in the performance of the ATCO student.
The OJTI must follow the whole performance strictly

•

The Supervisor should strictly prohibit any debate during working hours

•

Communication between TWR and Airport Ground Services must be carried
out via headset and/or phone

•

The communication that is carried out with loudspeaker should be
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performed with headphones
•

Discipline in the ACC/TWR sectors should be strictly observed.

•

Outsiders must not enter in ACC/TWR sectors; when necessary, their
entrance and number must have minimum effects and should be
coordinated.

•

Equipment noises should be minimized

•

Hand-Over/Take-Over is a procedure that should not be underestimated
and/or overlooked

•

The Supervisor is responsible for maintaining order and implementing
procedures in ACC/TWR sectors

•

There should be a Check-List for items that must be mentioned and
coordinated during the hand-over/take-over process

•

The theoretical preparation of the ATCO Student needs to be verified
separately from the practical part of OJT

•

Familiarization of the TWR ATCO Student to see how Approach unit works.

V.c ASMT* - MONITORING PHASE
(Date 10-11 December 2013 – Organized by Safety Department)
In order to inhance Safety, ALBCONTROL will operate soon with Automatic
Safety Monitoring Tools. On this purpose was organised a Workshop with the
company Deep Blue and the participation of the Technical, Operational and
Safety Divisions.

* ASMT-Automatic Safety Monitoring Tool
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General principles
•

Use of ASMT shall be subject of a signed agreement that includes provisions
comparable with this document

•

ASMT shall be used for:
o
Improving safety occurrence detection and reporting
o
Conducting statistical studies and
o
Conducting technical studies

•
•

ASMT shall not be used for the purpose of conducting an investigation
ASMT data shall not be used without informing staff involved (see definition
below)
Stored ASMT data shall only be accessible to the Safety Manager and staff
representatives on their request
Staff having access to the ASMT stored data (Safety Manager and others)
shall be bound by confidentiality and will sign a document describing the
provisions with regards confidentiality

•
•
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ASMT Monitoring Programme at ALBCONTROL
1. Introducing ASMT and its scope of use:
- ASMT Policy: a mandatory step for successful implementation
- ASMT Operational Concept: setting the goals
2. Writing the ASMT Operational Concept: Do’s and Don’ts
3. Explanation of Parameters on ASMT Virtual Machine
4. Setting of Parameters on ASMT Virtual Machine
5. Demonstration of ASMT Replay Window
6. Brief explanation of CONOPS
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